Beginnings

Words & Music:
Chicago

DM7    G    DM7    G

DM7    G    DM7    G
When I'm with you, it doesn't matter where we are,
DM7    G    DM7    G
Or what we're doin', I'm with you that's all that matters.

DM7    G    DM7    G
Time passes much too quickly when we're together laughing.
DM7    G    DM7    G
I wish I could sing it to you -- I wish I could sing it to you.
DM7    G    DM7    G
Oh -------------------------------.
DM7    G    DM7    G
Oh -------------------------------.
DM7    Am    DM7    Am
Mostly I'm silent, mmmmmm silent.

DM7    G    DM7    G
When I kiss you, I feel a thousand different feelings.
DM7    G    DM7    G
The color of chills, all over my body.
DDM7    G    DM7    G
And when I feel them I quickly try to decide which one
DDM7    G    DM7    G
I should try to put into words, try to put into words.
DDM7    G    DM7    G
Oh -------------------------------.
DDM7    G    DM7    G
Oh -------------------------------.

D          C6         Bb          C6
Only the beginning of what I want to feel forever.
D          C6         Bb          C6
Only the beginning of what I want to feel forever.
D          C6         Bb          C6
Only the beginning, only the beginning  [repeat, ad lib & out]